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UNIVERSAL SINGLE MONITOR DESK MOUNT

$69.71
Transform your desk into a more comfortable and ergonomic environment with the help of this
monitor mount. Not only will you raise your screen to comfortable viewing levels, you will also free
up a lot of desk space that you can use for other supplies and accessories such as laptops or
notepads. Raising the monitor higher with this monitor mount improves your posture and provides
ergonomic and healthy set up. Raising the monitor also saves valuable desktop space. The arm and
pole has cable management clips to keep the power and HDMI cables tidy.

Lead Time: 2 Days

Features

Monitors installed at desktop level often cause us to slouch forward. This results in neck and back
pain and even eye strain due to glare from the screens. Elevating your monitors to eye level
through the use of monitor arms helps alleviate poor posture. This single monitor mount provides
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up to 18 inches of additional height from the desktop for eye level monitor set up. The adjustable
arm swivels 360 degrees, and can rotate between landscape and portrait. Tilt your screen up or
down 15 degrees, and raise the monitor up or down on the vertical pole. The monitor arm is very
easy to install. Simply connect the heavy-duty c-clamp to the edge of your desk. If you have a
grommet hole, you can convert the base to a grommet base in seconds. Another feature that
allows easy installation is the detachable VESA monitor holders. Once you install the pole and the
arm on your desk, all you have to do is attach the VESA monitor holder plate to the back of your
monitor and slide the monitor and the plate onto the arm

SKU: MI-2751
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